
COVID-19 Walton Aid  

Volunteer Responsibilities (updated 28.03.20) 
• Only Volunteers listed on the COVID-19 Walton Aid Volunteer list (maintained by COVID-19 

Walton Aid Admin) are able to carry out the responsibilities described below. You can check 

this via posing a question on one of WhatsApp groups that have been set up or contacting 

info@workingforwalton.org.uk All Volunteers must be aged 18 or over. 

• You will be contacted by your WhatsApp Co-ordinator on the WhatsApp Group asking for a 

volunteer to respond to a Walton Resident in ‘Need of Assistance’. It is likely that they will just 

say (for example) “I have a family of 2 needing help with shopping and collecting medication 

on The Grove, can anyone help?” They will not state the residents name or the reasons why 

the resident(s) is self-isolating at this point  

 

• Please let your Co-ordinator know if you can provide assistance. Only one volunteer will be 

allocated to a resident to restrict movement/ activity. Once you have been allocated a resident 

please do not reallocate this responsibility to someone else. You should not volunteer to help 

more than 3 residents at any one time. If you can no longer help a resident please let the Co-

ordinator know and they will reallocate this responsibility.  

 

• The Co-ordinator will maintain a list of volunteers within their area and keep in regular touch 

with you. They will keep only essential contact information (i.e. phone number and name) and 

will not share your details with anyone outside the WhatsApp Group (or COVID-19 Walton Aid 

Admin) unless you give them explicit approval to do so in line with Data Protection 

Regulations.  

 

• You will be informed by the Co-ordinator, the contact details of the resident and if they are: 

 

a) Self-isolating because they have symptoms of coronavirus or they have a confirmation 
that they have COVID-19.  

b) Have been advised by the NHS or they are following the Government advice to self-

isolate for 12 weeks because they fall into a vulnerable category 

• You need to know this in order to ensure that you effectively protect yourself and the 
resident(s). More guidance is found here on ‘How to help safely’  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-how-to-help-safely--
2/coronavirus-how-to-help-safely The response and action in relation to supporting the 
resident(s) is listed below. 

 

• The resident ‘in need of assistance’ will be advised by the Co-ordinator of the help that can be 
provided by COVID-19 Walton Aid. This is listed on the ‘Walton Resident in Need of Assistance’ 
document found on the website page but also listed here for ease. In order to limit contact 
and movement as a volunteer you should:  
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1. Help with basic shopping a maximum of twice per week up to the following limits:  
➢ £20 for a household of one person 
➢ £30 for a household of two persons 
➢ £40 for a household with 3 or more persons 

 
2. Help with delivering prescriptions/ essential medicines. 

 
3. Any shopping or medicines should be left on the doorstep of the resident at an agreed 

time and bagged. Please use disposable gloves when handling the shopping / medicines. 
info@workingforwalton.org.uk have a limited supply if you need some. Maintain a safe 
distance from resident (2 metres) and ensure good hand hygiene at all times.    
 

4. Only collect post from households were residents are self-isolating for 12 weeks for their 
own safety (i.e. they fall into a vulnerable group category). Again, maintain a safe distance 
and ensure good hand hygiene.  

 

5. Do not collect post or anything else from households where residents are self-isolating 
because they: have been confirmed with COVID-19; are displaying symptoms of 
coronavirus; are self-isolating because they believe they have come into contact with 
someone with COVID-19.  

 

6. Keep in telephone contact with the resident(s) to assist with overcoming loneliness/ 
isolation. 

 

7. Do not be tempted into helping with other tasks. If the resident needs taking to a medical 
appointment please advise them to contact a local taxi firm which are currently still 
operating.  

 

• If you start to display any symptoms of coronavirus you must self-isolate and no longer be 
involved (for the period of you own self isolation) in assisting a resident ‘in need of assistance’. 
You need to let your Co-ordinator know ASAP and they will allocate another volunteer to 
provide assistance. 

PAYMENT FOR SHOPPING ETC 

• Under no circumstances should any Volunteer take any cash from resident(s) in need of 
assistance. Handling cash could potentially put you at risk. Therefore, the following process 
should take place: 

1. The volunteer should purchase any basic shopping for the Walton Resident using their 
own money. Limited to 2 shops per week maximum to restrict movement and contact. 

2. The volunteer must get a receipt for the shopping. They must write the name & address 
of the resident they are assisting.  Then the volunteer must take a photograph of it. 

3. The shopping should be left on the doorstep of the resident at an agreed time and 
double bagged. The receipt and a payment details note giving details of how to pay 
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should be left in the bags.  This payment note will be distributed by Co-ordinators by 
email to volunteers 

4. The payment note will state that the shopping can be paid for via Bank Transfer to the 
Working for Walton Bank account (for pragmatic reasons this bank account is being 
utilised). Alternatively, for those residents that don’t have access to online banking the 
note will advise that members of Working for Walton will invoice the resident on a 
monthly basis and separate measures will be in place for this payment. 

5. Volunteers can reclaim their money for purchasing resident(s) shopping by sending a 
copy of the receipt (that they have photographed) to info@workingforwalton.org.uk . 
Volunteers will need to provide: 

➢ In the subject title – ‘Payment for Shopping’ – this will help us prioritise payment   

➢ Their own name (full name) and the name & address of the resident who they 
have supported  

➢ The Account Name; Account Number; Sort Code Details where they want the 
money reimbursing 

➢ Remember to attach the receipt otherwise it will delay reimbursement. No 
receipt means no reimbursement. Volunteers will be paid as soon as practicable. 

Any questions regarding the interpretation of the above – please contact 
info@workingforwalton.org.uk  Stay Safe Everyone 
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